far from insisting that the forthcoming 1936 campaign be treated as a referendum on the Constitution and the Court, he stated that the question of whether the federal government would have adequate power would not be decided soon: "I don't mean this summer or winter or next fall, but over a period, perhaps, of five years or ten years." ' Moreover, when, near the end of the conference, a reporter asked him if he had "any suggestion" for a solution, he replied: "No, we haven't got to that yet." 17 Circumspect though Roosevelt was about precipitating an immediate confrontation, his "horse-and-buggy" remarks produced cries of outrage. Republican Senator Arthur Vandenberg of Michigan likened his attitude to that of Hitler and Stalin; 8 the Baltimore Sun rejected his "lugubrious lamentation" as "undergraduate pessimism"; 9 and an editor for William Randoph Hearst's newspaper chain said that FDR had "made a holy show of himself." 20 Roosevelt's fellow patrician, Henry Stimson, who had served in two cabinets, wrote the President that his harangue "was a wrong statement, an unfair statement and, if it had not been so extreme as to be recognizable as hyperbole, a rather dangerous and inflammatory statement." 21 The horse-and-buggy conference inspirited right-wing ideologues and gave new life to the Republicans, who had been in despair since being badly beaten in the 1934 elections, by permitting them to go to the country not as opponents of beneficial social legislation but as staunch defenders of the Constitution. Kansas Governor Alf Landon wrote John Hamilton, who was to manage Landon's 1936 presidential campaign, that Roosevelt had "cracked up" at his meeting with the press, and that the GOP could make hay by pursuing a "line of criticism... that it is a terrible thing for the President to gamble with the social and economic welfare of a hundred and thirty million people because he is peeved at the Supreme Court's decision." 22 Similarly, the publisher Frank Knox, who was to be Landon's running mate in 1936, expressed satisfaction that "the President's attack upon the Constitution has proved a disastrous boomerang," ' editor of the North American Review called FDR "one of the greater Benefactors of our Nation" because he had "converted millions of people to the conservative point of view. His famous press conference attack on the Supreme Court did more to re-popularize the Constitution than one hundred years of political and educational oratory." 24 At a "Grass-Roots" conclave of Midwestern Republicans in Springfield, Illinois, ten days after FDR's meeting with the press, party leaders exploited that approach to the fullest. Delegates to the gathering, billed as "the largest and perhaps the liveliest sectional political convention of this generation," walked down hotel corridors under banners displaying the slogan "Save the Constitution." ' When Harrison Spangler, Republican National Committeeman from Iowa, asserted: "The issue today is individualism against regimentation; liberty against autocracy; abundance against a planned scarcity; the philosophies of Lincoln against those of Franklin Delano Roosevelt," the audience rose to its feet singing the Battle Hymn of the Republic. 26 The keynoter declared that "no crisis so grave as the present" had arisen since the Civil War.' Just as Republicans had once fought the secessionists to maintain the union, they must now fight in a noless-important struggle to safeguard the "indestructible states." 2 The galleries and coliseum floor greeted these words with shouts of "Yes, yes, we will fight as then." 2 9
The ferocity of the instant condemnation of his horse-and-buggy innuendo persuaded Roosevelt to retrench. "The comments of the papers were so severe this morning that by noon the White House seemed to be taking back some of the remarks of the day before," noted a Hearst editor. 3 " Indeed, the British Ambassador at Washington, Sir Ronald Lindsay, informed the Foreign Secretary, Sir Samuel Hoare, that the "unfavorable reaction" was so pronounced that the President "allowed his trial balloon to float away into the empyrean. 31. Letter from R. C. Lindsay to Sir Samuel Hoare (June 11, 1935) (on file with the London Pub. Records Office, F.O. 371, 18752 (A5501/293/45)). Two weeks after the horse-and-buggy interview, a prominent Republican Senator told a former U.S. Attorney General that "most of the New Dealers are substantially mellowed and restrained by their recent experiences with the Supreme Court. I think this is particularly true with our distinguished President after he sensed the wholly unfortunate reactions to his first press conference after the Schechter case had been 2081 
1999]
The Yale Law Journal At the beginning of summer, reported a New York Times correspondent, a fog hung low over Washington from the White House to Capitol Hill as that "sprawling, infinitely busy village" tried to orient itself in the void created by Schechter. 2 "It is difficult to believe that any past decision of a court could have so profoundly affected an entire nation, and more specifically every individual at the seat of government," he observed. 33 Though the Roosevelt administration had a plethora of important alphabet agencies, there could be "no denying that the NRA [National Recovery Administration] had become the symbol of the New Deal itself, and that with its passing,... something very tangible has been removed from the atmosphere of the nation's capital." '4 What, the city wondered, was going to happen now? The President had spoken sharply at the horse-and-buggy conference, and Washington had "become accustomed to a Roosevelt who follows words with actions, whose public utterance on any national matter is pretty certain to be followed by concrete proposals." 35 This time, however, there was only an unnerving silence from the White House, and consequently federal officials were sitting around trying to figure out how to rebuild from the shards of the NRA but were "mainly waiting, waiting for word from the Boss." 36 More than a year would go by, though, before Roosevelt again made public reference to the Supreme Court, even when additional adverse decisions appeared to require some sort of response.
Roosevelt refused either to act or to speak out for three reasons. First, at a time when the economy was improving and millions of Americans were grateful for New Deal largesse, he did not want to permit the Republicans, bereft of appealing issues, to rally their followers around the Constitution. Second, though he knew that rulings by the Court had angered workers and farmers, he also recognized that many Americans disapproved of tampering with either the Constitution or the Court, and he reckoned that, if he bided his time, the Court would wreak enough additional mischief to create a popular demand for action. Finally, he did not want to precipitate a crisis until he and his advisers had agreed upon a specific plan. As it turned out, The way in which the high command has apparently decided to treat the AAA decision has been to smother its effect as much as possible. I am not at all sure that this is a wise strategy, but apparently the feeling is that there is a widespread readiness, throughout the country, to blaze up against the Supreme Court and that this state of mind must be wet-blanketed, for fear that otherwise it would drive the Administration into the position of either attacking the Court, or calling for an amendment, which 48 did Roosevelt offer anything directly critical, and that observation was terse. Sensing that Tipaldo was so unpopular that he could safely comment, Roosevelt spoke out for the first time in more than a year-since his ill-fated "horse-and-buggy" conference. This time, too, he contributed a memorable phrase. Asked bluntly at his White House press conference what he thought of Tipaldo, Roosevelt hesitated, took a long drag on a cigarette in his familiar holder, and then said: "It seems to be fairly clear ... that the 'no-man's-land' where no Government-State or Federal-can function is being more clearly defined. A State cannot do it and the Federal Government cannot do it." But when a correspondent asked, "How can you meet the situation?" the President replied: "I think that is about all there is to say on it," a rejoinder that drew a burst of laughter. A reporter, his interest piqued by this World War I metaphor, persisted, "I think there are dangers in the existence of that 'no-man's land."' Roosevelt, though, would not be budged. "I think that is all there is to say about it," he reiterated. 49 The President also deliberately avoided making any issue of the behavior of the Supreme Court in his bid for reelection in 1936. In February, George Fort Milton wrote a philanthropist who was welldisposed toward the New Deal:
I thought a month ago that the Court and the Constitution were very definitely going to be in this year's presidential debate. But everything in Washington is of the hush, hush attitude.... What I am feeling is that maybe he is depending too much on this 46 As the Democratic National Convention approached, both Roosevelt and the Chairman of the Resolutions Committee, Senator Robert Wagner of New York, heard requests to put the party behind proposals such as one requiring a super-majority of the Court to invalidate legislation," but each was wary of this counsel. Attorney General Homer Cummings, who would subsequently be the chief author of the Court-packing plan, warned the President that seeking to outbid the Republicans by backing a far-reaching constitutional amendment would permit the GOP to center the entire campaign on the Constitution when the Democrats wanted to focus on FDR's achievements. Moreover, Cummings and Roosevelt sought to avoid being trapped in a commitment to the amendment route. The Attorney General advocated wording that would plant "the thought that perhaps, after all, an amendment may not be necessary." 5 2 In keeping with this reasoning, the President approved a calculatedly vague construction that came out for a "clarifying amendment," but only if the problems could not "be effectively solved by legislation within the Constitution." 53 Reassuringly, it added, " [tihus we propose to maintain the letter and spirit of the Constitution." 4
During the ensuing campaign, Roosevelt, a shrewd judge of public attitudes, never indicated that he intended to do anything in his second term to alter the Constitution or to deal with obstruction of his program by the Supreme Court. Indeed, he did not mention the Court even once. His advisers cautioned him against making any declaration that could revive the issue of disrespect for the judiciary stirred up by his "horse-and-buggy" remarks. 55 Opinion surveys revealed that, though the Court had alienated farmers and woikers, the country did not share his sense of a constitutional crisis. Given two choices, only twenty-two percent of those surveyed in April said that the Supreme Court had "recently... [s] tood in the way of the people's will." 5 6 In striking contrast, thirty-nine percent answered that the Court had "recently... [pirotected the people against rash legislation." 5 7 Most of the remainder of the sample expressed no opinion, in itself significant for it was a larger segment than those who were critical of the Court. 58 Raising the constitutional question seemed too great a risk to take at a time when many political experts anticipated a close election or even a Landon victory. 5 9 On July 12, Gallup reported the results of his most recent polling: Roosevelt led Landon only narrowly, 51.8% to 48.2%, suggesting that, given the probable margin of error, the candidates were dead even. When Roosevelt unveiled his Court-packing plan only three months after the 1936 election, infuriated opponents maintained that he had no mandate for so drastic a scheme, or indeed for any alteration of the Court or the Constitution, since he had kept altogether mum about such matters during the campaign. One constituent spoke for many others in writing a Florida Congressman, "The people when they voted for Roosevelt did not have any idea of giving him such a tremendous extension of power as is now proposed. This issue was carefully kept out of the campaign." 67 Given all of these considerations, Professor Ackerman's critics appear to be fully justified in denying that 1936 was a constitutional moment. " [I] be advocates of any new ideas concerning our Federal Government. 7 ! '
The following month, Gannett informed a friend that if Roosevelt had the opportunity to name liberals to the bench, "then the America that you and I love will be a thing of the past, and we will be on the road to dictatorship such as they have in Italy and Germany. God save us from this!" 2 Throughout the spring, Americans heard a theme sounded again and again. A future Republican Senator from South Dakota stated: "Leave the Supreme Court alone." 73 At the end of April, William L. Ransom, President of the American Bar Association, told the annual dinner of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States that, if the movement to whittle down the jurisdiction of the courts succeeded, Congress could enact laws stipulating that no red-headed man could have a job, that no Catholic could go to mass, that no Jew could adhere to his religion or marry, that no employer of labor could vote in a Federal election, that no worker could belong to a trade union or that every worker must belong to a trade union or that no woman could be employed, except as a housewife. 74 Similarly, in mid-May, former Secretary of State Bainbridge Colby, commemorating the capture of Fort Ticonderoga, declared that "the Supreme Court of the United States was created to keep watch over" the liberties won by Ethan Allen and his Green Mountain Boys and enshrined in the Constitution. 7 "No man is a good American," he insisted, "who is not for the Constitution of the United States and loyally behind the Supreme weeks before the convention at which they had intended to stand squarely behind the Court as the guardian of states' rights. As a consequence of the five-to-four Tipaldo ruling, there ensued "one of the swiftest changes on a convention agenda that observers can remember," Krock remarked. 77 Disappearing is the confident plan to put in the Cleveland platform a pious party promise to accept unquestioningly any Supreme Court majority decision, as the slavery Democrats did in 1860.... The simple fact is that the Republican politicians have discovered that the narrow constructionists on the Supreme Court have become a liability for them instead of an asset. 7 8
On the House floor, the upstate-New York GOP Congressman Hamilton Fish, a champion of the Supreme Court and a relentless critic of his Hudson Valley neighbor Franklin Roosevelt, expressed consternation at the ruling. "I say to my Republican friends if you lend or express any sympathy for this decision.., it will mean a million votes for the Democratic party," he declared.
79 Herbert Hoover, too, thought that "something should be done to give back to the states the powers they thought they already had." 0 At the Republican national convention in Cleveland that month, though, Hoover struck a different note in declaring: "The American people should thank Almighty God for the Constitution and the Supreme Court." 8 When he spoke that sentence, one of his biographers has noted, "the hall erupted in sounds of approval that lasted two full minutes; an applause meter soared to 100." 82 Hoover's oration found fitting accompaniments in other addresses at the Republican convention. Especially unrestrained was the permanent chairman, Congressman Bertrand H. Snell, who denounced "the unconstitutional dictatorship-yes, the arrogant individualism of Franklin Delano Roosevelt."" 8 Noting "the President's personal affection for a government-dictated collectivist order," Snell said of FDR:
He runs the true course of the dictator. Having seduced the legislative branch by billions in p'rk-barrel patronage, he now casts a calculating eye upon the judiciary, and by advice to Congress and sneer and gibe seeks to usurp the last bulwark of the citizen against unbridled autocracy! 5
The Republican Party adopted a platform that, in a deliberate effort to polarize the electorate on the issue of respect for the judiciary, proclaimed:
The New Deal Administration has dishonored American traditions and flagrantly betrayed the pledges upon which the Democratic Party received public support.... The integrity and authority of the Supreme Court have been flouted.... [The New Deal Administration] has insisted on the passage of laws contrary to the Constitution.... It has dishonored our country by repudiating its most sacred obligations .... We pledge ourselves.., to maintain the American system of Constitutional and local self government, and to resist all attempts to impair the authority of the Supreme Court of the United States, the final protector of the rights of our citizens against the arbitrary encroachments of the legislative and executive branches of government. There can be no individual liberty without an independent judiciary. 86 To rid themselves of the albatross of Tipaldo, they went on to resolve:
We pledge ourselves to... [s]upport the adoption of state laws and interstate compacts to abolish sweatshops and child labor, and to protect women and children with respect to maximum hours, minimum wages and working conditions. We believe that this can be done within the Constitution as it now stands. 87 In short, the GOP was repudiating Tipaldo and saying that no amendment was required to authorize state regulation. At an enthusiastic rally in Madison Square Garden on the eve of the election, Landon posed searching questions about Roosevelt's intentions. To each, he gave the same answer, and after a time the boisterous crowd began to join him in the refrain: "The answer is: no one can be sure." '94 The biggest question, Landon declared, was "whether our American form of government is to be preserved." 95 Roosevelt, he charged, had carried out nine unconstitutional statutes, had encouraged Congress to enact laws when he was in doubt about their validity, and had demeaned both the Supreme Court and the Constitution. "What are the intentions of the President with respect to the Constitution?" Landon asked. "Does he believe changes are required? If so, will an amendment be submitted to the people, or will he. attempt to get around the Constitution by tampering with the Supreme Court? The answer is: no one can be sure."
96 Forty-eight hours later, Landon noted, the President would be speaking at the same spot in Madison Square Garden, just two days before the election. Landon threw down the gauntlet: "Tell us where you stand, Mr. President. Tell us not in generalities, but clearly so that no one can mistake your meaning. And tell us why you have evaded the issue until the eve of the election." 9 7
Landon found support for his challenge to Roosevelt from a wide range of sources. GOP speakers claimed that the Court alone had rescued the nation from the abyss. Senator Vandenberg declared that "had it not been for the courageous Supreme Court, our institutions would have been made over in three short years," 9 " while Knox asserted that the Justices had blocked a "course toward ruin" by casting out "the incredible experiments and evil policies of this administration." 9 9 Assaults on government policies did not come only from Landon's fellow Republicans. The "Radio Priest," the Reverend Charles E. Coughlin, who denounced the President for "crucifying the Supreme Court," 1"0 told a crowd of ten thousand gathered at a baseball field in New Haven that he was "chagrined" that Roosevelt, "surrounded by the ablest legal minds of the nation, and himself a lawyer," had approached the problem of amending the Constitution with "so much gaucherie, resulting in bringing odium on the Supreme Court as he has done." 10 Raising that question, Taber later recalled, "was just like striking a match to paper. We both were on fire... in an instant, as we realized the tremendous historic consequences that could be ahead of us." Brenckman told him, "That's been botherin' me too, Lou, and I believe it's a possibility." They conspired to offer "a ringing defense of the judiciary" to each rural gathering they addressed thereafter. "At every Grange meeting we spoke, hoping something would happen, and sure enough the Lord was with us, because at several state Grange meetings, and at Pomona Grange meetings, resolutions were adopted favoring the integrity of the judiciary, or favoring the constitutional processes of government," Taber remembered. 0 3
In 1936 voters repeatedly heard warnings that, if reelected, Roosevelt would pack the Supreme Court. The central figure in these allegations was the publisher Paul Block. In an advertisement he paid for that ran in a number of newspapers, Block asserted, "The voters must be determined to remove from office an administration which definitely seeks to alter the Constitution and usurp the power of the Supreme Court." 04 At the Waldorf-Astoria in New York in October, James A. Reed, former Democratic Senator from Missouri, charged that "the President broadly intimated that he would pack the Supreme Court by increasing its membership. I assert that Franklin D. Roosevelt in substance and effect made that threat to Paul Block.... and I challenge denial. And if they deny it, I'll prove it by documentary evidence.""o Block maintained that, in the aftermath of Schechter, Roosevelt had hinted to him that he would pack the Supreme Court in order to have his way. The conservative U.S. Supreme Court majority has burned its bridges and assured a bitter-end struggle to curb the powers which it has assumed over congressional legislation.
If Roosevelt is re-elected, his battle with the six justices who have shown themselves grimly opposed to the New Deal is likely to be the most spectacular feature of his second term.... You can mark it down as a strong possibility that some time within the next year there will be more than nine justices. By a simple act of Congress the president would be enabled to appoint three or four additional members of the court.... Strategists whisper that it is more than a tentative proposal.'
In a feature editorial, the editor of The Catholic World opened the preelection issue of his magazine by writing:
[L]iberals sing in chorus "Nine Old Fogies," and comedians upon the stage burlesque what used to be called proudly "the most august tribunal on earth." At which, it is said, Mr. Roosevelt laughs, and it is even bruited about that he threatens to "pack" the Court with men who make decisions upholding his policies. The rumor is not without apparent foundation. 1 0 9
An army of conservative publicists and Republican partisans feasted upon such surmises. In July, Sterling Edmunds issued a call for a meeting of "Constitutional Democrats" in Detroit in August with this statement:
We are agreed, as are all who have any knowledge of constitutional history, that the re-election of President Roosevelt and his perseverance in his collectivist policies, with the prospect of his packing the Supreme Court to validate them, presents one of the 107 gravest problems which has ever confronted the free American citizen." On October 30, in an address to a Republican meeting in Denver, Hoover demanded that Roosevelt answer in "plain words" these questions:
Does he propose to revive the nine acts which the Supreme Court had rejected as invasions of the safeguards of free men?
Has he abandoned his implied determination to change the Constitution?... Does he intend to stuff the court itself?.. I couldn't do any business at all. All I could do was to listen to talk about the death of the AAA. How it was bound to ruin us right quickly. I didn't do a bit of business the next day after the decision. I finally snapped my bags shut about 2 p.m. and came on home." 4 Throughout the South and West, farmers voiced resentment at the Butler ruling and demanded immediate redress. "The farmers are not going to take this AAA defeat lying down," an Oklahoman wrote the White House," 5 while from the coastal country of North Carolina, one constituent reported to his Congressman:
The decision of the Supreme Court against the AAA has cast a shadow of gloom and despair throughout this section. It seems to have blasted the hopes of both the Farmers and business men.... I do hope that some substitute legislation may be enacted, because otherwise there will be dark days ahead for this little Agricultural County." partially their rightful place in the economic picture of the nation. We do not intend having that place again taken from us." 7 Edward A. O'Neal, leader of the American Farm Bureau Federation, the nation's largest farm organization, summed up the belligerent mood: "The fight is on.... And this time all gloves are off. Those who believe the American farmer is going to stand idly by and watch his program for economic equality and parity, for which he has fought more than a decade, swept into the discard, will be badly mistaken." " 8 In Ames, Iowa, the Court incited a particularly strong response. On the morning of January 6, concern about the fate of the Agricultural Adjustment Act was so keen that farmers occupied every seat and lined up along the walls of the Iowa State College auditorium to hear addresses by national and regional agricultural leaders. As he stood at the podium, Claude Wickard, an important AAA official who would one day succeed Henry Wallace as Secretary of Agriculture, glanced at his watch. It read 10:50 [A.M.]-11:50 Eastern Time-and he knew that shortly after noon the Court was likely to decide the fate of the farm program. He talked on for some minutes to the good-humored throng, then saw a boy push his way through the audience clutching a piece of paper that he carried up onto the stage. The crowd, which had been laughing at Wickard's latest quip, suddenly sobered and looked apprehensive as it saw his expression after he read the note. "The worst has happened," he told them. "The Supreme Court has invalidated the Triple-A." The crowd sat thunderstruck. "Now who's going to laugh?" Wickard asked bitterly. Dismay and befuddlement written on their faces, the farmers filed silently out of the hall. n 9 But that night alongside a highway near the campus, police cut down effigies of the six Justices who had voted to invalidate the processing tax. Each was lifesize; each wore a black robe; and each bore a cardboard sign identifying the particular Justice who had been hanged." 2 The invalidation of the AAA's processing tax infuriated members of Congress in both houses and led to the introduction of bills such as one stipulating that no statute could be held unconstitutional unless the ruling commanded the votes of at least seven Justices.' Senator Morris Sheppard of Texas castigated the "ridiculous" reasoning in the AAA case as representing the "epitome of obsolescence." Butler, he stated, "is the opinion of a mind that has ceased to live, and that can ruminate only on a dim recalled past." 122 A North Carolina Congressman was no less incensed. "The Supreme Court ... voted against the Triple A by a vote of 6 to 3; the farmers voted for the Triple A by a vote of nineteen to one, yet the Triple A is no more," said Harold Cooley. "You actually have no idea," he told a constituent, "how many people would like to get a crack at at least six of the old boys." " With the President taciturn, Congress stepped in to stir up a clamor about the judicial branch. "The years 1935-1937," Michael Nelson has pointed out, "saw more 'Court-curbing' bills introduced in Congress than in any other three-year (or thirty-five year) period in history.""' The year 1936 alone witnessed more than a hundred measures, including one that anticipated FDR's later proposal by authorizing an expansion of the Supreme Court to fifteen Justices. As the country awaited the outcome of a suit against the Tennessee Valley Authority, a Montana Congressman sponsored a measure providing that if the Court struck down the TVA Act, the seat of every Justice who so voted would automatically become vacant."
See Six Supreme Justices Hanged in Effigy in
The well-respected Senator George Norris of Nebraska created a sensation with a speech on the Senate floor in February stating that nowhere in the Constitution "is there a syllable, a word, or a sentence giving to any court the right to declare an act of Congress unconstitutional." He protested: "The members of the Supreme Court are not elected by anybody. They are responsible to nobody. Yet they hold dominion over everybody." ' 26 Congress should break that hold, he said, by stipulating that no law it enacted could be invalidated save by the unanimous vote of the Justices. 27 Norris's notion endorsed a popular remedy. A month earlier, a Tacoma man had written Roosevelt, "The extreme penalty is not exacted from the vilest culprit, save on a unanimous verdict. Why should the will of the people be crucified for less?" 28 Afterward, a nationally syndicated columnist told Norris of the "tremendous response," including "extraordinary press coverage," that his oration had elicited, adding "Even the filthy Hearst jackals carried almost a column of your remarks. It was also amazing to me how deeply moved the press gallery was. Reactionary old bastards who haven't had an intelligent idea in decades spoke respectfully of your views." 129 An episode on the floor of the House in the second week of February indicated how acrimonious the dispute over the Court had become. Some "two-bit" editor in his home state of Texas had disparaged the Justices as minions of wealth, said Representative Thomas Blanton. He dared any Member to say that. "Mostly they have been," returned Congressman Marion Zioncheck of Washington. This same journalist had also called the Justices "nine old fossils," Blanton went on. "Four or five of them are, anyway," Zioncheck retorted. Undeterred, Blanton raised another challenge: Did any member of the House have the audacity to describe the Justices as "corporation lawyers?" Quickly, Zioncheck answered, "Seven of the nine are." 130 The Court's decision in Carter striking down the Guffey Coal Act enraged labor unions much as Butler had disconcerted farm groups. "It is a sad commentary on our form of government... when every decision of the Supreme Court seems designed to fatten capital and starve labor," said John L. Lewis, who headed both the United Mine Workers and the Committee for Industrial Organization. Taney. 13 6 Today, the newspaper continued, the country faced the same kind of issue-" wage slavery"-and "it is confronted with a Supreme Court majority as determined to prevent solution of that problem by orderly process as was the Court majority under Taney." The Record declared:
Congress could have curbed the Court in 1857. It did not do so.
Congress can curb the Court today. It must do so.... On Memorial Day, of all days, we have before us a recollection of the terrifying cost of a judiciary unrestrained.1 7 These statements, however, did not begin to match the outcry that greeted the final ruling of the Term in Tipaldo. As Alpheus T. Mason later commented: "At any time up to June 1, 1936, the Court might have retreated and thus avoided a showdown. The New York Minimum Wage opinion, handed down that day, convinced even the most reverent that five stubborn old men had planted themselves squarely in the path of progress." 138 The Washington Post, which had been relentlessly critical of FDR on constitutional matters, entitled its editorial on Tipaldo "An Unfortunate Decision," and its Supreme Court correspondent wrote regretfully: "Hereafter whenever New Dealers are taunted with trying to break down the rights of the States to manage their own affairs, the taunters will have this decision tossed in their faces .... , 139 In a year when better than sixty percent of newspapers opposed FDR's reelection, a sample of 344 editorials found only ten, largely from textile towns, favorably disposed toward the ruling. The Independent Republican Knickerbocker Press of Albany wrote, "The law that would jail any laundry-man for having an underfed horse should jail him for having an underfed girl employee," 1 40 and the widely read columnist Raymond Clapper confided, "On the subject of the Supreme Court I have reached the point where I am almost unable to say anything printable." "' The editor of the die-hard conservative Boston Herald, which described the decision as "[a]dmittedly a shocking blow to enlightened conservatives," 42 called up Felix Frankfurter to ask jocularly, "Is it true that the President bribed Butler and his four associates to decide the Minimum Wage case for him the way they did?" 43 The Boston Transcript, that mainstay of the town houses of Beacon Hill and the J.P. Marquand clubs of Back Bay, commented:
See
An eminent lawyer of Boston, now eighty-five years of age, has written for his grandson, who he hopes will likewise become a lawyer, a brief testament of instructions. In that document, summing up essential observations of a long and unusually successful practice at the bar, he says: "Remember this always. Fundamentally, what judges most desire is that their decisions shall appeal to the common sense of the community."
Can it be said that such appeal is made by the majority decision of five of the justices of the Supreme Court invalidating the New York Minimum Wage Law, and with it imperiling the like statutes enacted by Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, New Jersey, Ohio and Illinois? In these State-adopted laws, there was no hint of the national centralization of bureaucratic power over industry, the high pressure, the extremism that marked the Federal NRA, so gloriously put down by the Supreme Court.'" If there was one newspaper the most devoted admirers of the Supreme Court could count on, it was the uncompromisingly Republican New York Herald Tribune, but when its readers opened its pages, they found the columnist Dorothy Thompson writing: Monday's Supreme Court decision was the most momentous thing, was the most serious thing that has happened to this country in a very long time. It presents us with a problem that cannot possibly be evaded. We are now flat up against the fact that under the Constitution, or the prevailing interpretation of it, it is impossible for the American people through any instrument of government, be it state, or be it Federal, to offer protection for the most essential conditions of life to even the poorest and weakest of its members. Those-and there are some-who see in the very institution of the Supreme Court an instrument which will eternally block the path of social progress are not the ones to be perturbed. The citizens who will be perturbed are those who cherish the Supreme Court as the expression of the greatest genius of our founders and as the greatest safeguard of order and liberty. 145 Even stronger condemnation of Tipaldo came from outside the Republican camp. Under the rubric "A Deplorable Decision," the Catholic periodical The Commonweal wrote, "When five justices of the Supreme Court decided to outlaw the New York minimum wage law for women, they did something to public opinion which is comparable-we do not say equivalent-to a few activities by Louis XVI." 146 The Court, The Commonweal added, has now, in the minds of many, become a terrible obstacle in the road of moral progress. Certainly there is nowhere in any Catholic or Christian system of morality any room whatever for a commendation of the minimum wage decision. It is bad. It is a blunder of magnitude. It will do more to undermine the prestige of the Court than everything else said or done during the past four years. 147 At the Democratic national convention that summer, Senator Alben Barkley of Kentucky capitalized on this discontent in his keynote address by denouncing the "tortured" construction of the Constitution. 4 ' "Is the court beyond criticism?" he asked. "May it be regarded as too sacred to be disagreed with?" The Democratic delegates answered with shouts of Finally, prospective voters saw Roosevelt's actions justified and the rulings of the judiciary questioned in the last place they might have expected: the Supreme Court-or, more accurately, the chambers of its dissenting Justices whose statements in turn won an enthusiastic reception in the nation's law schools. The first of these vigorous protests came at the very beginning of the pivotal year of 1936 with Butler. As Justice Harlan Fiske Stone pored over the draft of Owen Roberts' opinion, his gorge rose. He was not disturbed that the New Deal's farm experiment was being scuttled. "You do not dislike the AAA any more than I do," he later told a New York attorney. 150 But he was appalled by what he regarded as the arrogance of the majority in usurping powers that the Constitution bestowed on the legislative branch. On New Year's Day, 1936, he wrote the better part of a dissent that was uncharacteristically vituperative. So withering was the draft he circulated that Justice Roberts pleaded with Chief Justice Hughes to persuade Justice Stone to modify it. Hughes, who would do nothing himself, suggested that Roberts talk to Justice Brandeis, but Brandeis had already written, "I join in a fine job." 51 Stone did tone down his draft, but it remained a scorching document.
Stone did not dissemble his contempt for Roberts's performance. "That the governmental power of the purse is a great one is not now for the first time announced," he said acidly. The suggestion of the majority that the spending power "must now be curtailed by judicial fiat because it may be abused by unwise use hardly rises to the dignity of argument," he continued. "So may judicial power be abused." There were many constraints on the power to tax and spend, he observed, not least "the conscience and patriotism of Congress and the Executive." 15 2 With obvious relish, he quoted Justice Holmes: "It must be remembered that legislatures are ultimate guardians of the liberties and welfare of the people in quite as great a degree as the courts." 53 This dissent attracted an extraordinarily favorable response from legal scholars. From Harvard Law School, Felix Frankfurter wrote SEC Chairman James M. Landis, "'They know not what they do,' these bunnies on the Court.... It is a great comfort, however, that Stone has put in memorable language the ultimate issues regarding the Court's responsibility and behavior." ' From New Haven, Fleming James told Justice Stone:
You may be interested to know a dictum that has been going about among the students of the Law School here-a dictum attributed to a certain colorful member of the faculty, who says he didn't say it, but it's true... that Owen's decision would not get a D in any course in constitutional law in any first class law-school. 55 Justice Stone's opinion radically changed the nature of the debate over the behavior of the judiciary. The language employed by the majority had brought forth from Stone, as the New York Times noted the next day, "words burning enough to light fires of dissatisfaction," 5 6 while a leading constitutional commentator stated that never before had dissenters "gone quite so far toward calling into question the motive of the majority and clearly implying that they have abused their judicial prerogative." ' 157 No longer was the controversy simply one between the Court and its defenders on one side and the Roosevelt administration and its allies on the other. Indeed, as a Washington columnist observed, "the lawyers in ermine are the most scathing assailants of the constitutional opinions of one another." 158 The alliance in the Butler case of the three dissenters-Justices Stone, Brandeis, and Cardozo-held steady for the rest of the Term, a development that made implausible the contention of FDR's critics that the constitutional crisis was wholly the result of the President's failure to abide by the clear imperatives of the Constitution, especially when the Justices in the minority, who were sometimes joined by Chief Justice Hughes, had so much prestige. One columnist noted that the so-called liberal trio was comprised of "a former professor of law, a defender of public causes, and a jurist, as distinguished from six men whose backgrounds are predominantly those of corporation lawyers." 1 59 The dissenters continued to use vivid language in denouncing the majority. Cardozo, after circulating his dissent in Jones, thought it might be too acerbic and asked Justice Stone if he should soften it. Stone is said to have replied, "If you change a word in that, I'll never speak to you again in your life.""o Cardozo's words seared the paper. "To permit an offending registrant to stifle an inquiry by precipitate retreat on the eve of his exposure is to give immunity to guilt; to encourage falsehood and evasion; to invite the cunning and unscrupulous to gamble with detection," he asserted. "The statute and its sanctions become the sport of clever knaves." Noting that a routine action by the SEC had been "likened with denunciatory fervor to the Star Chamber of the Stuarts," Cardozo concluded dismissively, "Historians may find hyperbole in the sanguinary simile." 1 61 In a lengthy editorial in the St. Louis Star-Times, Irving Brant observed that "in the entire history of the United States Supreme Court it is doubtful if there has ever been such a blistering attack upon the majority of the Court as that launched by Justice Cardozo." 6 Had the dissent been assigned to Stone, it might have been even more vitriolic. "You doubtless have read by this time the Court's opinion in the Jones (Securities Act) case," he wrote Frankfurter. "It was written for morons, and such will no doubt take comfort from it. But I can hardly believe that intelligent people, trained in the law, will swallow such buncombe." 63 In the following month, dissenting in Ashton,' 64 Justice Cardozo concluded with two well-honed sentences that recalled his scoffing comments at the expense of the majority in Jones. To hold that an advantageous resolution of a local financial crisis "must be thwarted by the courts because of a supposed affront to the dignity of a state, though the state disclaims the affront and is doing all it can to keep the law alive, is to make dignity a doubtful blessing," he said. "Not by arguments so divorced from the realities of life has the bankruptcy power been brought to the present state of its development during the century and a half of our national existence." 165 On the final day of the Term, in his dissent in Tipaldo, Justice Stone excoriated his brethren in the majority for indulging "personal economic predilections" 6 7 and read them a stern lesson in constitutional exegesis. "It is not for the courts to resolve doubts whether the remedy by wage regulation is as efficacious as many believe, or is better than some other, or is better even than the blind operation of uncontrolled economic forces," he declared. 16 "The legislature must be free to choose unless government is to be rendered impotent."' 69 In words reminiscent of Justice Holmes's celebrated dissent in Lochner v. New York, 170 Stone asserted, "The Fourteenth Amendment has no more embedded in the Constitution our preference for some particular set of economic beliefs, than it has adopted, in the name of liberty, the system of theology which we may happen to approve."
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Consequently, Roosevelt did not have to make an issue of the Supreme Court in 1936 because the dissenting Justices, along with others, were making it for him. Immediately after the Tipaldo ruling, one of the President's aides, Stanley High, sent him a memorandum:
It seems to me that the minority opinions in recent Supreme Court decisions (particularly the Guffey and Women's Wage Law Decisions) can be used to make an invulnerable position on the Supreme Court. We can say that we stand where Hughes and Cardozo and Brandeis stand, and quote them. No one asserts that the Supreme Court minority is un-American because it disagrees with the majority opinion. The issue is not whether we are for the Supreme Court but, rather, which of the two Supreme Courts we are for.
A combing through of these minority opinions would ... uncover material that would make our case for us-but in the actual words of the Justices, themselves. Especially dramatic was the response of African-American voters. As late as 1932, despite the disproportionate suffering they endured in the Great Depression and despite the lily-white policies of the Republicans, they had maintained their historic allegance to the party of Lincoln by voting emphatically for Hoover over Roosevelt. But in 1936 they switched to FDR and the Democrats, and the Democratic Party has been their home ever since. 18°B ut in giving Roosevelt this huge victory, were the voters motivated by concern over the way the Constitution was being construed? There is some evidence that they may have been. Supporters of the two candidates viewed the constitutional issue very differently. Asked whether they favored an amendment to the Constitution authorizing minimum wage laws, Democrats answered "Yes," 84% to 16%, whereas Republicans divided almost evenly, 51% for to 49% against. Furthermore, when interviewers inquired of those who advocated an amendment whether the new power should be lodged with Congress or the states, Democrats chose Congress, 65% to 35%, while Republicans preferred the states, 60% to 40%. Asked at about the time of the election, "Should the Supreme Court be more liberal in reviewing New Deal measures?" respondents could hardly have shown more conspicuously the party cleavages. Republicans replied "No," 78% to 22%; Democrats said "Yes," 80% to 20%. Strikingly, the Democrats were considerably more affirmative than those who identified themselves as Socialists. 8 ' So apparent were party differences on the Court issue in 1936, and so frequently had they been aired, that when in 1937 the President's opponents charged that he had no mandate for Court-packing, Secretary Ickes could write to the renowned Kansas editor, William Allen White:
Why isn't the President justified in going ahead now? You Republicans charged constantly during the campaign that his reelection would mean undermining the courts, tampering with our judicial system, perhaps even amending the Constitution, or packing the court. You raised these issues and the people brought in a verdict against you-an overwhelming verdict. Aren't you estopped from saying now that the question of judicial reform was not raised? All that you can possibly say as to that issue is that we merely rested our case without argument to the jury. If it were a law case, tried in any court, that would be the exact status."' 2
To be sure, Roosevelt in 1936 had deliberately sought to leave the impression that he had no designs on the Court, but did the electorate believe him? In February, a constituent urged him to leave the Court matter till after the campaign, so as not to supply ammunition to the "constitution cryers." When the campaign is over, Congress could proceed in a calm mood and adopt certain changes.. Still, all of these considerations fail to demonstrate the validity of Ackerman's implication that in 1936 the voters were consciously amending the Constitution. Surely, whatever else they were doing, they were not doing that. At about the time of the election, Americans who were asked whether they favored "limiting the power of the Supreme Court to declare acts of Congress unconstitutional" replied "No," 59% to 41 %,186 which came close to reversing the FDR-Landon proportions. Around the turn of the year, George Gallup posed the question, "What do you regard as the most vital issue before the American people today?" Neither the Supreme Court nor the Constitution appeared anywhere on the list of the nine most frequent answers.' 87
VII. THE RATIFICATION OF GOVERNMENTAL POWER
Yet, like the protagonist of a silent screen melodrama, the Ackerman thesis is not altogether done in by this telling evidence, for if the country was not amending the Constitution, it was doing something else of immense importance: legitimating the advent of the Leviathan State. The nation understood perfectly well that it confronted a fundamental choice in 1936. The Democrats, who in the Grover Cleveland era had been the party of laissez faire, had become the sponsors of Big Government, with Roosevelt, piling one alphabet agency on top of another, the articulate spokesman for this changed emphasis. On the other hand, the Republicans, once the champions of a robust national union, had become the advocates of devolution.
Roosevelt, though largely silent on the Court question in 1936, had spoken out again and again that year on behalf of Big Government. In his annual message to-Congress in January, he boasted that "in thirty-four months we have built up new instruments of public power," and he warned that "political puppets of an economic autocracy," if they seized that power, "would provide shackles for the liberties of the people" and "enslavement for the public." 8 The brave and clear platform adopted by this Convention, to which I heartily subscribe, sets forth that Government in a modem civilization has certain inescapable obligations to its citizens, among which are protection of the family and the home, the establishment of a democracy of opportunity, and aid to those overtaken by disaster.... Governments can err, Presidents do make mistakes, but the immortal Dante tells us that divine justice weighs the sins of the cold-blooded and the sins of the warm-hearted in different scales.
Better the occasional faults of a Government that lives in a spirit of charity than the consistent omissions of a Government frozen in the ice of its own indifference." 9 The President brought the 1936 campaign to a frenzied climax in a speech to a screaming, cheering gathering in Madison Square Garden at which he abandoned all restraint. He told the election-eve crowd:
Tonight I call the roll-the roll of honor of those who stood with us in 1932 and still stand with us today.
Written on it are the names of millions who never had a chance-men at starvation wages, women in sweatshops, children at looms.
He went on to warn that "powerful influences" sought to reinstitute the doctrine that "that Government is best which is most indifferent" and worked his followers up to a fever pitch by declaring:
Never before in all our history have these forces been so united against one candidate as they stand today. They are unanimous in their hate for me-and I welcome their hatred. I should like to have it said of my first Administration that in it the forces of selfishness and of lust for power met their match. I should like to have it said of my second Administration that in it these forces met their master.' 90 Landon and his followers presented the country with a markedly different vision. A California newspaper, the Fullerton Tribune, wrote in 1936:
It is apparent that a basic issue in the coming national election will be that of concentration of powers in the national government. The New Deal... is now demanding that things be so changed.., as to permit the unlimited functioning of the federal government in its Though Landon was a man with some liberal proclivities, he got so carried away during the campaign that he insisted that workers under Social Security would have to wear identification tags around their necks every day for the rest of their lives and that FDR's policies would lead to the guillotine.' 92 With lines so sharply drawn, millions of Americans had no doubt about how to mark their ballots. Asked at about the time of the election whether they favored the old age insurance feature of the Social Security Act, respondents answered affirmatively 68% to 32%. 93 Moreover, the question was phrased in a way that might have been expected to enhance negative replies, for it used the word "compulsory" and made a point of noting that workers would have to contribute an equal amount to that put in by employers.' 9 4 Thanks to Roosevelt and the Democrats, the country had been introduced to the Welfare State, and in 1936 voters gave it a ringing endorsement.
VIII. CONCLUSION
How, then, should we assess Ackerman's contention that 1936 was a constitutional moment? Without doubt, he goes much too far in maintaining that the American people were consciously amending the Constitution in 1936. In perusing correspondence in hundreds of manuscript collections, I have not come upon a single letter stating or implying such a sentiment. Ackerman is unquestionably right, however, in advancing a very significant claim: that "the People were... supporting a change in their governing philosophy."' 95 Given the opportunity to choose Landon, who could be 194. Id. The question stated: "Do you favor the compulsory old age insurance plan, starting in January, which requires employers and workers to make equal contributions to workers' pensions?" Id. counted on to preserve the old order, they had instead voted overwhelmingly for Roosevelt, the tribune of Big Government and the sometime critic of the judiciary.
We cannot be sure how Americans squared this decision with their reverence for the Constitution and the Supreme Court. In a year when millions were still jobless, and millions more were surviving only because of the programs of the New Deal, that conundrum was not foremost in their minds. We also cannot be certain how well they comprehended that there was no way that the seismic "change in their governing philosophy" ' 96 could be validated unless the Court altered its course. It is not unreasonable to assume that "the People" would not long tolerate a Court that persisted in striking down legislation they cherished such as the Social Security Act. Yet they also continued to revere the Court as an institution and did not want anyone to tamper with it. Those clashing notions created a predicament not only for defenders of the Court, but also for the President.
What, finally, are we to say about the Ackerman thesis? There are aspects of his exposition, especially his celebration of the behavior of the Supreme Court in Roosevelt's first term, that I find unpersuasive. But he stands on firm ground, I am confident, in characterizing 1936 as a watershed. If, in sum, the evidence falls short of sustaining Professor Ackerman's bold claim about the intent of the electorate to amend the Constitution, it also indicates that his critics would be well advised to grant him more than they have.
196. 2 ACKERMAN, supra note 1, at 311.
